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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the 1960s, the finite difference methods (FDM) for numerically solving partial
differential equations (PDE) have developed very rapidly because of the advancing of computer
science. Recently, about thousands of papers per month have been published in various publications
everywhere in the world. In these papers, many different notations and symbols are used, which
makes it very difficult to communicate and consult.

On the other hand, the computer algebra method and the computer analytical proofs for
PDEs have appeared, for example the paper [1]. Although to perform the design of the FDM for
PDEs is easier than to realize the computer proof, but up to now we have not looked for such kind
of papers to be published. Perhaps the complications of the FDM and its symbols are a reason.

In the paper, a first attempt is made. Our aim is to uniform the notations and the symbols
of the PDEs, and to extend the computer algebra method to the FDM for the PDEs.

In Sec.2, a simple review of the FDMs is introduced, and two tables for finite difference
operators are first given. In Sec.3, the relations between the finite difference operators (FDOs) and
the partial differential operators (PDOs) are presented, many formulas and approximation relations
are proposed. In Secs.4 and 5, the computer algebra approaches for the constructions of the FDM
and the analysis of the stability, dissipation, dispersion and other important characters of the FDM
arc shown, and finally some further discussions arc made.

2. FINITE DIFFERENCE OPERATORS

2.1 A simple review of Ihe FDM

The simple advection equation

Wt + QUi = 0 ( I )

where a > 0 , a constant, is often used as a model for the description of numerical methods of

PDEs. We define an equal stepstze rectangular grid in the x,t plane:

= ;7i, (; = ± 1 , ±2 , . . . ) ; t , = nr, (n= 1,2 ,.. .) (2)

where T and h are the time step length and the space step length respectively. On the grid the
numerical approximations of u(x,() at the grid points (x/ , t . ) are solved. Let us note these ap-
proximation values by

(3)
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First we introduce the identity and shift operators

£fu; = u;
"7 * a

H+0

and the following arithmetic average operators /J and ft*

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Finite difference method is that the PDOs in the PDEs are approximately replaced by some suitable
FDOs. For example, if we consider the equation (1) at the grid point (x,-, tB), we may have a lot
of different approximations, such as

(ui + atix)(r,,t.) = ~7 _ '' +a~'~~'- '' +0(r,ft) (9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Neglecting the higher terms of the right hand side in the above formulas, we obtain the finite dif-
ference schemes (FDS). The first approximation is called the time-forward and space-forward
scheme (FTFS), the second the time-forward and space-backward scheme (FTBS), the third is the
time-forward and space-central scheme, etc.

These schemes may be rewritten as the finite difference equations (FDEs)

FTFS : u*-1 = u; - c{u;+1 - U;
B) = 11 - c(Ex - \)]u] or F t = 1 - c (£ r - 1) (14)

FTBS-.U?1 = u ; - E, = t - ( i s )

FTCS• vf' = «7-J(u;+I-u;.,) = [ i - J C ^ - B ; 1 ) ] ^ ™ E , = \-J(E!-E;

CTCS-.U?1 =«*-' _e(«;+I-«;_,) = r£;t-
I-C(Ei-F;1)]U;or£, = £,-'-CCB.

or I + ^ E ^ - J
(18)

where c = aJfc/A is the Courant number. Generally speaking, the FDS of the FDEs (2.1) can be
expressed

or

where a\, /?M are the coefficients of the FDS. Based on the Fourier method [2], let

u] = [G{k,T)}ne<kl>

substituting (21) into (20), we can obtain the amplification factor

For example, the above FDEs (14)-(18) have the following amplifications

= 1 - c( 1 -

= l-2iSirik~)

2icSin(kh)GCc - 1 = 0

Based on the von Neumann condition of the stability for the FDEs [2]

\G\ < 1 ,

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

obviously, for the above FDEs we have \Gfj > t, i.e. the FTFS always is unstable: \Gft\ < 1, as
c < I, so the FTBS is a conditional stable scheme; |G/C| > 1, so the FTCS is an unstable scheme;
\GCe\ < 1 as c < 1; and \Gbc\ < 1 for arbitrary c, or T and h. The FTBS is called upwind scheme,
which reflects the fact that the wave propagation is along the characteristic direction. The CTCS is
called leapfrog scheme.

Using the amplification factor, the dissipation, dispersion and stability convergence and
conservation of the FDSs can be introduced.



2.2

forms

Finite Difference Operator [31

Let us now introduce the following FDOs

identity
Shift

forward

backward
central
arithmetic average
double average

1
E
& =

V =
6 = J

(i =

u* =

E-

1 -

Si-

1

- E-

5 +

Obviously, we have the following relations

By the above operators, the FDSs (14)-(18) may be rewritten in the following simple

u * 1 = ( 1 -cAz)uJ; Et=\-c&1

ufl =(\ - c V J u J ; £«= 1 - c V T

tij*1 ={1 -c^£ r )u ; ; £ , = 1 - ^ 6 ,

= (£,-' - 2cti6zW}\ Et - 2cfiSI - Ef = 0

(1 + c»5x) uj = u*-1; (1 + cn6j = £,-'

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

There are many relations among the above operators, which are very useful in the com-
puter algebra methods for FDM, as shown in Table 1. Besides, there is another table (Table 2),
which shows the spectra or eigenvalues Xp of the above operators to the fc-lh characteristic wave
e*1', such as

Peikz'= \pe
<kx> (36)

where P is an arbitrary one among the above operators. For example, \p = 1, \s = 2 iSin( fcy),
and so on. Based on Table 2, we can easily obtain the amplifications for the FDEs.

Consider the diffusion equation

If the following FDE is given

(37)

(38)

By using Table 2, then the amplification is

G(Jt,r) = X

In order to make (or get) a stable scheme, i.e. |G| < 1, we can get the stable condition

-))1 = 1 -

<7T 1
<

(39)

(40)

3.

3.1

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE FDEs AND THE PDEs

Partial differential operator

The PDE (1) may be rewritten as the simple form

(Dt + oD I)« = 0 or u, = ( -aD x )u (41)

where Dt = Jj, Dz = | k In other words, we have the following operator relation

D, = -aDz . (42)

Generally, we can write arbitrary linear PDE as

u, = L ( D ) u , or ( D ( - £ . ( D ) ) u = 0 (43)

where u is a vector, u = ( u , , tn,...um)'; D = (DIy ,DI:,... DZn) is the space differential
operator vector, L ( D ) = ly(D))m*„, the PDO-matrix, lij(D) are the polynomials of the PDOs.
So we also have the relation for this general PDE

D, = L(D) .

3.2 Relations between the PDOs and the FDOs

Using the Taylor expansion method, we have

(44)

thus we obtain an important relation between the PDO and the shift operator E

or Dx= UnExn

(45)

(46)
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similarly.

By using Table 1, we have

Et = eTDt or Dt = -IJIE, .

- V ) - 1 = l a , -M/ i ( ! )
h L

(47)

(48)

This relation will give us very flexible tools for the finite difference approximation to partial dif-
ferential terms. For example

•• - " A ) ) 3 , . . . (49)

3.3 Some approximations or the PDOs by the FDOs

For clearness, we only discuss the space PDOs and the FDOs. The effects of the PDOs
and the FDOs acting the function u(x, t) at the grid point (x/,tn) are different, because the latter
plays a discretization role on the grid points.

Obviously,

u,\, - u ; = ; +

•y^)«; (50)

Because h or T is very small and the solving function is bounded, we may consider the operators
A, V, 8 and fi& are all small "quantities". Therefore the following approximation relations are
undoubted

Ax = / iO 1 +yZ? I
2 + 0(/1

3) (51)

V ^ / i D ^ ^ - D ' + O O i 3 ) (52)

24
(53)

(54)

Furthermore, based on the above consideration, we have the following approximation relations

_ 1 . . A 2 A3

(55)

(56)

(57)

( • • « *

and approximate formulas

_ 1 ( 1 + Q A - f A
h 1 + 6A

The above formula is obtained from

By using this formula we have the famous Lax scheme

-)O(ft) +0U 2 ) (58)

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

All of the above relations or the approximation formulas will be used for the construction
and the analysis of the FDM,

4. COMPUTER ALGEBRA APPROACH

4.1 Fundamental ideas

It is equivalent to give the relation of the PDOs. Using the above replacement relations
and the approximation formulas between the PDOs and the FDOs, we can construct various forms
of FDSs or FDEs. For a given PDE, obviously, it is very easy to construct several FDSs. How-
ever, some FDSs are non-effective or low-effective because of the restraints of the stability, or
dissipation and dispersion, or accurate.

Based on the above consideration, in order to realize the computer algebra approach to
construct FDSs, we must propose several fundamental discretization approaches, which can be
programmed and are suitable to user's different requirements, and reliable analysis, judgement and
choice schemes.



4.2 Pre-treatmenl of original PDE

Many PDEs can be decomposed or splitted in order to simply the construction of FDE.s.

(1) Terms-decomposing

If the original equation is

m

i

we may make the following terms decomposing treatment to introduce a connecting equation sys-
tem

For example, consider

we have the connecting system

u, + on, = vutx ,

f j-ue + ouj = 0
\ jut =» vuIZ ;

considering the multi-dimension problem

U| = (Jl U r l

we have

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

Based on the terms decomposing form, the fractional step scheme will be constructed.

(2) Factors-splitting

It is possible that an original equation can be factorized. In this case, we may use the
factors-splitting treatment. For example, consider

a2u1T or (D} -o2Dl)n = 0 .

It can be factorized as
(D, -aDJ

hence we may obtain the connecting system

/ ( D e -aDz)v = 0
\(Dt + aDI)u = v

(69)

(70)

(71)

(3) Variables—tran form ing

Let us still consider Eq.(69). Introducing the variable transformation

v = U[, m = auz i

we have an equivalent system
\ Vt — awx ~ 0
[ vjt — avx = 0

For the two dimension equation

ult = auI 2 6

we can transform it into a normal form

Utt

cuvll ,

by variable transformation
I £ = cos ax — sin a • y
\ 7) = sin ax + cos a • y

Obviously, the latter form can be factorized and constructed.

(72)

(73)

(74)

(75)

(76)

Many nonlinear or variety coefficient PDEs can be transformed into a linear equation.
For example, the famous Cole-Hopf transformation

UV + 2tl3: = 0

can change the Burgers equation

into

(77)

(78)

(79)

Generally, an equation can be changed by the terms decomposing, factors-splitting or
variable transformation. Which pre™treatment scheme to be chosen depends on the user's aspira-
tion. In the computer algebra method for constructing FDM, this simplification job can be involved
based on the user's order.

For the system of some PDEs

(80)

where U = ( u i , u 2 , . . . , u f , )
7 * , H ~ (hi, hi hn)

T. The coefficient matrix A has the eigenval-
ues and the corresponding lift eigenvectors

\,,W{i\ i = 1,2 m
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If all of the eigenvalues X< are real numbers, then the system is a hyperbolic system [2]. Left-
multiplying W{i) to the system (80), we have

(82 a)

or

where

1 Furthermore, let the characteristics

f i t + * i " i x = S i , i = 1 , 2 , . . . m

- dx = \i dt. i - l , 2 , . . . m

(82 6)

(83)

(84)

then we obtain the following set of mutual independent functions f<( i = 1,2 m). In fact, it is
a set of the ODEs along ĉ :

The above set is called characteristic form which would be used for designing upwind
schemes.

i 4.3 Fundamental.construction approaches
\

(1) Operator replacement

The PDOs for a given PDE are directly replaced by various FDOs based on Table 1 and
the approximation relations. There are several principles.

(a) explicit

The time differential operator Dt is only replaced by the time forward finite difference
operator At.

Dt - A, ( 86)

t (b) upwind

i The advection terms of a given PDE must be approximated by upwind difference dis-
cretization, i.e.

9 = 0, a s o > 0 ; = 1, a s o < 0

(c) three levels

In this approach, the time grid layers of the FDS for a given PDE will be limited to three
levels. The general form is

(88)

there are only t^\, tn and t^\ layer,

(d) five points

In each time grid layer, there are less than five grid points to be used. For example, in
scheme (88).

j + \ (or ; +• n, / + v)

there ire at most five numbers.

(2) Taylor expansion

The famous Lax- Wendroff scheme [2] is a model for the construction of a FDS for a given
PDE by the Taylor expansion approach. For the simple equation (1), using the Taylor expansion
and the operators relation (42) we have

~D] u; + 0( T3 )

-P-

(89a)

The differential operators D r and D\ in the right-hand side of above formula are all approximated
by central difference with second order accuracy, thus we have

ci
(896)

Neglecting the higher terms 0( r2 , h1) we get the L-W scheme.

Generally speaking, any first order PDEs can be discretized by Taylor expansion ap-
proach.

(3) predictor-corrector.

For example, the MacCormack scheme of the simple equation (1) is

(90)

12



which is of second order accoracy. By using operator substituting and the formulas (2O)-(3O). w e

can easily prove that the above scheme (90) is equivalent to the Lax-Wendroff scheme.

The main character of the predictor-corrector approach is that each sub-scheme approx-
imates the original equation, in other words, each equation has all the same original equation.

(4) Fractional step [4]

Consider the set (66) and (68), they can be all constructed as

(91)

where 6 is an upwind choice parameter, $ = 0, as o > 0; = 1 as a < 0. c = ^ , the Courant
number, and a = jf the diffusion condition number. For (68)

(92)

where QI

Eliminating the middle values ufT o r u * r , we can obtain the one step equivalent

scheme. For example, for (q2) we have

< l (93)

The computer analysis and judgement for the above fractional step schemes must start from the one
step equivalent scheme.

The fractional step approach is only suited to the terms-decomposing treatment case

(5) Particular implicit scheme

It is well known, that the Crank-Nicolson, Frank-Duford or Hopscotch scheme is ;in
implicit type of scheme. For example, consider the equation

at

the C-N, F-D and Hopscotch scheme are given as [5]

Hopscotch : (1 + ^B&lHf1 = (1 - (1 - 0>j5l)u*

where 9 = 0, as n+ ;' = even number; = 1, as n + ; = odd number.

13

(94)

(95)

(96)

(97)

The above three implicit schemes, generally speaking, are stable. The computer analysis
of the C — N scheme is unnecessary because it is full implicit. But the two latter schemes are still
necessary to analyze their stable dissipative and dispersive characters.

(6) Weighted average scheme

Two different schemes for the same original equation may be added with some weight
parameter. Such a scheme is called the weighted average scheme. For example, for the equation
(1), add the FTCS (16) to Lax scheme (62) with the weight parameter a, i.e. a - Lax + (1 - or)
FTCS will be

u*1. = [a/j* + (1 - a) - ac/jfi* - (1 - a)cV t )u; . (98)

called oi-scheme, which may be much effective by adjusting suitably the parameter a.

5. COMPUTER ANALYSIS FOR FDM

The key of the computer analysis of FDS for a given PDE is to produce the exact re-
mainder form R(H,T) and the amplification factor G( k, T) . Based on R and G, we can obtain the
reliable information on the accuracy, consistency, stability, dissipation and dispersion of the FDS.

S.I The remainder form of (he FDS for a PDE [5,6]

In order to analyze and judge the quality of the FDS for a given original PDE, the exact
remainder form R( T, h) must be produced by using modified-PDE method [5]. In this paper, it is
impossible to describe this procedure. However, we will give a simple outline of this method by
means of an example.

Consider the Lax-Wendroff scheme of the simple equation (1)

(99 a)

or

2 *

using the relations (46) and (47) of PDOs and FDOs, we have

(996)

..^0 (99c)

which is called original modified PDE. Obviously, in the above equation (abb. MPDEs), the tint
and second terms are just equal to the original equation (1), and all of the remaining terms are total

14
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called remainder form RQ. Many time differential terms are involved, which must be replaced
by the space differentials in order to unify and compare. For this reason, the procedure to get
the replacements must start from MPDE (99c) by using differential, elimination and arrangement
processes.

For example, executing the arithmetic

we obtain

: Dt , - ~rDtDt - -TD\ - — D]

- Di + . . . = 0 ,

(100)

2 4 " '

(101)

Continuing the differential, elimination and arrangement processes like this, finally we can get the
modified-PDE of L-W scheme

L - W : Dt

Similarly the modified-PDE, of the Lax scheme (62) is

aft2 , „ , ah\t
Lax .'Dt + aDt = -—(I - cl)D; =-( 1

(102)

(103)

In the above MPDEs, the left hand sides of MPDEs are the original equation forms, the right hand
sides are the remainder forms R( r, h).

Generally, the modified-PDE for the scheme (19) has general form

D( + aDx = R(r,h)

m j i

(104)

(105)

We have recently read several papers which have produced and programmed the modified-
PDE methods for some different linear or nonlinear problems (cf. [5] and its references).

5.2 Computer analysis, judgement and choice

Based on the modified-PDE, especially H( r, h) and the amplification factor G( k, r ) ,
we may make out the following several phases of analysis and judgement:

(1) Accuracy and Consistency

15
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In the remainder terms, if the first non-zero terms are

(106)

to show and print these terms is necessary to tell us the accuracy. For example, the L-W scheme
is the second order by (102) and the Lax is ^ order by (103) which is the first order when h -~ r,
otherwise it will be less than one order.

Following Richtmyer and Merton's theory [2], if the accuracy order of the remainder
terms is greater than zero, then the FDS is consistent with its original equation.

(2) Stability and Convergence

To judge the stability of a FDS may use two approaches. The one is by way of the
modified-PDE, i.e. if î ™, > 0, then we may consider that the FDS is stable. The other is to use
the amplification factor G{k,r). Based on the Fourier analysis theory [2], we must first check the
Neumann condition of the stability

max|X f |< 1 , (107)

where \< is the roots or the eigenvalues of the amplification factors G(k,r).

(a) if the condition (107) is always and completely satisfied, then we see that the FDS is
unconditional stable;

(b) on the contrary, then we see that the FDS be unconditional instable;

(c) in genera] case, ihe scheme is conditional stable. The stability conditions must be
produced by solving the inequality (107). And this stability condition, generally speaking, should
be given by a restriction relations between the time step r and the space step h. such as

<p(r, h) < 1 . (108)

So in the computer algebra method of constructing FDS for a given PDE, a subroutine to
solve (107) and get (108) should be programmed.

According to Lax equivalence theory [2|, the convergence analysis and judgement are
not necessary lo check again because the conclusions are the same as those for the stability.

(3) Dissipation and Dispersion [5,6,7,8]

The dissipation and dispersion for FDS are of great significance for the computational
effect and equality, especially for nonlinear problems because the numerical dissipative effect for
an FDS is necessary to suitably smooth the discontinuities, such as shock wave, contact curve, and
so on, and to control the nonlinear computational instability [9| in computational domain. The
dispersion effect may be able to cause the oscillation of numerical results near discontinuity and to
produce the phase shift error of numerical results.

16



There are also two approaches to analyze or judge the dissipation and disperson for an
FDS.

The first is by way of the modified-PDE of the FDS. If

Vim* > 0 ( 109)

then we may see that the FDS be (positive) dissipation, else the inverse dissipation. Similarly, if

^2(0 > 0 (110)

the we may see that the PDE be positive dispersion, or leading phase shift error, else the negative

dispersion, or lagging phase shift error.

The second is by way of the amplification factor C 18.5J.

For example, consider the equation (1) and its Cauchy problem with the fc-th wave initial
condition

„ < * *

then we can obtain the solution

At the grid point (x j t «„) it is

On the other hand, we have the numerical solution by some FDS

Obviously, if

( l i t )

(112)

(H3)

(114)

(115)

then we can say that the FDS is stable. Furthermore, ihe phases of the exact solution (113) and
approximation (114) are also different, because C = e***0 is different with (e~o*T)". Let

(116)

thus the FDS is dissipative as Re(^(fc,r)) > 0,otherwise inverse dissipative; the FDS is leading
phase shfit error or positive dispersive as /m(^(Jfc, r)) > 0, otherwise negative dispersive or
lagging phase shift error.

Generally, if the FDS of the original equation

is given by (20), and the initial condition (111), we note the character function as

0(fc,T) = l{ik)U - vinO

17
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(118)

ihen the FDS (20) is dissipative as
>0 , (119)

(120)

otherwise negative dispersive. In order to judge (119) or (120), first we suppose the time step
r « 1, i.e. T) = kh is a small real number. Therefore, we may apply the Taylor expansion method
to tvG( k, T) . For example, for the Lax scheme (62) of the original equation (I), we have

otherwise (inverse) dissipative; the FDS is positive-dispersive as

> 0 ,

and

and

~ T

( H I )

(122)

(123)

Based on (119) and (120). the Lax scheme is dissipative and positive dispersion scheme.

6. FURTHER DISCUSSIONS

!. The fundamental jobs of the realization for the computer algebra are:

(1) Compile the constuction code based on Sees. 5.1 and 5.2;

(2) Compile G-code for solving the amplification factor and its roots or eigenvalues;

(3) Compile MPDE code for producing the modified-PDE for a FDS;

(4) Compile analysis and judgement code to conclude the characters of the stability, ac-
curacy, dissipation an dispersion, and to show to users;

(5) Compile a consulting Table code as a tool for the job (l)-(3);

(6) Compile a Taylor expansion code.

In the above codes, the difficult jobs are (1) and (3) because there are many possible
forms and varieties.

2. There is another way to analyze or judge the quality of an FDS. We call it the direct
numerical test. At a time grid layer we decide some grid points by random way and let the functional
values be suitably small quantities at these points. We carry out the numerical computation from

18
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this time layer by using FDE to be tested. If the testing approximations u? of the unknown function
u( x, () are infinitely increasing, then we consider that the scheme is unstable, else stable. Similarly,
we may make up the dissipative or dispersive test by designing some simple discontinuity wave.

3. In the paper we only discussed the linear cases of PDEs. For nonlinear problems, we
may apply the linearization method, fix the coefficient method and iterative method to simplify the
nonlinear problems and to design and analyze their FDSs as well as the Fourier stability analysis
in the book (2],
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Table 1

Operator transfer relations

1

E

A

V

6

f i '

u6

a
i

E-\
l-E-1

Et-E-t
±(E$ + E-$)
t(£t£-')

A

HA

1

(1+A)-J"A

[I+A)-'(l4-d+^)

V

U-V)-1

i

( t _ V ) - i - ( l - ? )
( l_V)- l ( l~Vt-^-)

a

1

u
elefc-'n

I

sAf2e/i-l/i)

1

us

!_e-A-lMi

Table 2
Operator spectra \p

p 1
1

E A
e'^x - 1

V
1 - e-n i i I

6
2 i . s t n^

M u"
cos kA x isin kAx
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